Live Online GMAT
Classes
Introduction to the Course
The GMATWhiz Live Classes are a technology-enabled, hybrid
learning solution for students who find themselves confused between Online courses and Offline classes for their GMAT prep. The
Live Classes by GMATWhiz are not only an advancement over the
traditional offline classes but are also class apart when it comes
to other live classes in the market. We value our students’ time,
the importance of doubt clearing in real-time, and stress upon accurate application of concepts. Here’s how the classes work –

Details of the Live Online Classes
Here are some of the exclusive features of Live Online Classes by
GMATWhiz -

70 hours of Live Online Classes

2 Live Sessions per week for 3 months

3000+ Practice Questions

Access to 100+ hours of HD Video Lessons

Live Doubt Clearing Sessions

Detailed Error Log on Online Portal

Session Calendar

What our students have to say about us?

Low 500s to GMAT 760
“I practised only from the GMATWhiz platform. They gave a detailed solution to every question which I did not get anywhere else.
Private tutoring with Sunita helped greatly. She trained me to understand the questions from a meaning perspective and then apply rules which helped increase my accuracy in SC, CR, and RC.”
-Ravi

GMAT 650 to 730 in 24 days
“I completely trusted GMATWhiz AI for my study plan and recommendations. The frameworks and the detailed solutions
helped me identify the patterns tested on GMAT. The support
over forums and mentoring by Saquib was excellent.” View more
-Akshat

130 point improvement in just 40 days
“The approach on how to develop reading skills and the detailed analysis of every passage helped me score 85% on RC. It
helped me mark answer choices with confidence.” View more
- Rummana Sukrana

Our Pricing

$ 399 (INR 28,990)

Note – If you have any queries related to the Live Online Classes, please feel
free to contact us at support@gmatwhiz.com

